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DERICK WOOD 
Department of Applied IVlathematzcs, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, 
Canada L85 4K1 
The notion of an iterated /" map, that is, a nondetermimstic generalized 
sequential machine with accepting states, is introduced, which leads to the 
notions of/~ systems and languages. It is shown that the family of/~ languages 
is equal to the family of recursively enumerable languages. A detailed study 
is presented of the properties of subfamihes of the family of F languages and 
their relationship with the various famlhes of L languages i investigated. An 
example result is that the family of e-free context-senmtive languages i equal 
to the family of languages generated by extensions of propagating determimstic 
/" systems with at most three F maps. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent work in biologically motivated language theory has been the 
investigation of various Lindenmayer systems; see, for example, Herman 
and Rozenberg (1975). Also, there have been preliminary studies of K- 
iteration grammars; see, for .example, van Leeuwen (1973a,b), Salomaa 
(1973b), and Wood (1975), which are based on iterated substitutions 
(Greibach, t970) and can be considered to be generalizations of Lindenmayer 
systems. Since a finite substitution can be regarded as a one-state a-NGSIV[ 
map, rewriting a word x as a word y can be modeled as the output of a 
one-state a -NGSM when given x as input. Thus a natural generalization 
is to replace "one-state a-NGSM map" by "a-NGSM map." 
Noticing that we have now provided a precise formalism for the notion 
of rewriting for Lindenmayer systems we can ask the following question: 
Are iterated a-NGSM maps general enough to model other methods of 
rewriting found in formal language theory ? 
In this paper, we demonstrate hat the iterated a-NGSM map is general 
enough to encompass generalizations of context-free grammars, since the 
corresponding language family is the family of recursively enumerable sets. 
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Thus this paper can be considered to be an attempt at defining precisely 
how rewriting is carried out (that is, rule application). After giving the formal 
definition o f / "  systems a number of examples of the use o f / "  systems to 
model various rewriting rules are given. 
A detailed study of F systems is presented in the following sections. 
In particular a comparison o f / "  systems and L systems together with their 
respective language families is carried out. 
Following Vitanyi (1975), deterministic /" systems and propagating 
deterministic/" systems are surveyed. A particular family of finite languages 
over two symbols is demonstrated, none of whose member languages is in 
~c°(1-D_f'), that is, the family of deterministic/" languages with one a -NGSM 
map. The results for ~,~(1-D/') and ~(1-PDF) follow those for ~°(DlL) 
and ~(PD1L) fairly closely (compare Vitanyi, 1975). A new characterization 
of the E-free context sensitive languages is proved, namely that 
~(2-EPDTIL) = c~(3-EPDF)= ~(eCS). Finally, it is shown that the 
various language families obtained by restricting the number of states in 
each a -NGSM map, denoted ~([n]EF), for n > 0, form an AFL. 
ITERATED a -NGSM MAPS AND /" SYSTEMS 
We define, without loss of generality a -NGSM's  in which the input and 
output alphabet are identical. 
DEFINITION. Let V be an alphabet and Q be a finite set of states, where 
q in Q is the initial state and F C Q is the set of accepting states. Then a 
nondeterministic generalized sequential machine over V with accepting states 
is a quadruple /" = (Q, 3, q,F) where 3 is the map, 8: Q × V--+ 2 °xv*, 
finite subsets only. We extend 8 to Q × V* as follows: 
(i) 3(p, E) = {(p, e)}, for all p in Q, and 
(ii) 8(p, xy)= {(s, x'y'): where (r, x') is in 3(p, x) and (s,y') is in 
8(,5 y) for some r in Q}. 
The output of a word x in V* (denoted F(x)) is: F(x) = {y: (p, y) is in 
3(q, x) for somep inF}. Then F(L), for someL C V*, is: F(L) = UMnL F(X) 
/" is said to be an a-NGSM map. 
DEFINITION. Given /'1 and /2 ,  a -NGSM maps over V, then the com- 
position of/ '1 with/ '2 ,  denoted/"2/'1 is defined by: for all L _C V*,/'2/'1(L) = 
f2(/'~(L)), that is/ '1 and F 2 are connected in series. Given U = {I1 ,.-., N~}, 
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n > 0 then the iterated composition of k a -NGSM maps from U (with 
repetition possible) can unambiguously be written as /~,~ " -F  h . When U 
consists of one element we obtain the special case of iteration which can be 
defined as follows: 
F°(L) = L, for all L, and 
/7" z+l = F~F, for  all i ~> 0. 
We can now define a F system. 
DEFINITION. An EF system (extended F system) is a quadruple G = 
(N, T, S, U) where N and T are disjoint nonterminal and terminal alphabets, 
respectively, S is in V + (where V - -  N k3 T) is the initial word and U = 
{F z ,..., Fn} , n > 0, is a finite set of a -NGSM maps defined over V. For 
n > 0, an n-EF system is an EF system in which #U = n. 
The language generated by G, denoted L(G), is defined by: 
L(G) = U (r;~ ... r i , ( s )  n T*), 
where the union is taken over all k ~> 0 and over all k-tuples (i1~ ,..., il) with 
1 ~i j  <~n, 1 ~ j~k.  
A F system is an EF  system G = (N, T, S, U) where N = ~.  L _C T* is an 
EF(F, n-EF, n-F) language iff there exists G, an EF( / ' ,  n-EF, n-F) system, 
such that L = L(G). Let £P(EF)(~q°(F), ~q~(n-EF), ~(n-/~)) denote the family 
of EF(F, n-EF, n-F) languages. 
Two EF(F, n-EF, n-F) systems G z and G 2 are said to be equivalent iff 
L( G1) = L( G2). 
The following 1emma follows immediately. 
LEMMA 1. (1) Given G = (N, T, S, U) an n-EF system, there exists an 
equivalent 1-1" system G = (N, T, S, U), that is ~-a~(El") = ~q~(n-EF) 
o~°(1-EF) for all n > O. 
(2) Similarly ~(F )  = 5f(n-F) = oL~°(1-F), and 
(3) ~(r)  _c ~(Er). 
THEOREM 2. ~(EI ' )  -- ~,~(RE), the family of recursively enumerable s ts. 
Proof. (a) ~(RE) C £~(EF). 
Consider L in ~(RE)  and G - -  (N, T, S, P) be an unrestricted rewriting 
system such that L = L(G). We can assume that for all x--> y in P, 1 ~< 
] x [ ~ 2. Number the rules of P in some arbitrary unique manner from 1 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
{(q~,~, 3',)}, 
(5) 
(6) 
to n = #P,  letting x, --> 3', denote the ith rule. Construct the EE system 
G = (N, T, S, U) as follows: 
Let / ' ,  = (Q,, ~;, q,, F~) be the a -NGSM map corresponding to the ith 
rule of G. Two cases arise: 
(i) Ix, I = 1. Let Q~ = {q,, q;.a}, F~ :- {q<~}, and 3i be defined by: 
(1) for all X in V- -  {x~}, ~,(qi, X) = {(q,, X)}, 
(2) S~(q, , xi) -- {(q,,~,yi), (qi , x~)}, and 
(3) for all X in V, 3~(q~a, X) = {(q,.~, X)}. 
(ii) Ix,[  =2.  Letx ,  = YZ, Q~---{q,,q~.l,qm},Fi={q,,2}andSibe 
defined by: 
for all X in V -- {Y}, S~(q~, X) = {(q~, X)}, 
~(q~, Y) = {(q,,~, ~), (qi, Y)}, 
for all g in V -- {Y, Z}, ~(q~.l, X) ---- {(q,, YX)}, 
if Y :/= Z then 3i(q<1, Y) : {(q,.~, Y)}, and ~,(q~.~, Z) : 
if Y = Z then S~(q~.l, Y) = ((q~.a, Y), (q~.2, Y,)}, and 
for all X in V, 3~(q<2, X)} = {(q,.~, X)}, 
Clearly L(G) ---- L(G). 
(b) 5a(EF) C_ ~(RE). 
ConsiderL in ~-a~(EF) and let G = (N, T, S, {F}) be an EFsystem such that 
L = L(G). Construct an unrestricted rewriting system G (N, T, S, P), 
where IV = N ku {#, S} u {[p, X, a] : p in Q, X in V, a in {C,I ,H}}, 
where C means continue, I means initialize and H means halt, and/~ contains 
the following rules: 
(1) S ~ [q, S 1 , I] $2" -  S,n#, where S = S 1 "-' Sin, m > 0, and 
~ S, for all p in Q, for all X, Y in V, 
(2) for a = C and H, [p, X, a]Y--+ x[r, Y, a], where (r, x) is in 
a(p, x), 
(3) [p, X, I] Y --~ [q, X1, I] X2... X~[r, Y, C], where (r,)(1 ... X~) 
is in ~(p, X), m > 0, 
(4) [p, X, I ]Y --* [r, Y, I], where (r, e) is in 3(p, X), 
(5) [p, X, I] Y -+ x[r, Y, H], where (r, x) is in ~(p, X), 
(6) [p, X, C ]# --+ x#)  
[p, X, I ]#  -+ x i where (r, x) is in 3(p, X) for some r in F, 
[p, X, H]# --+ x 
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(7) [p, X, I ]#- -~ [q, X~, I] X2 ' "  Xm#, where (r, 321'" X,~) is in 
3(p, X), for some r in F and m > 0. 
Whenever 'H '  occurs it means that when that triple reaches '# '  it causes 
'# '  to be erased and at that time the sentential form will only consist of 
symbols from N u T. 'C' means that when that triple reaches '# , '  there 
will already be another triple to its left, that is, another/"  iteration is to be 
carried out, in this case the '# '  is not erased. Finally, 'I' simply means 
(a) initialize the left end of the newly generated sentential form with 
an/- tr ip le for continuation purposes or 
(b) it is replaced by another/-tr iple also at the left of the sentential 
form exactly when/ '  gives rise to an empty word, or 
(c) it gives an H-triple otherwise. 
It  is straightforward to show that L(G) = L(G). 
Since ~C°(E/') is the family of recursively enumerable sets, we are interested 
in obtaining subfamilies of 5~(RE) by putting restrictions on the kind of 
a -NGSM maps allowed. 
We have: 
DEFINITION. An a -NGSM map F is said to be 
(i) propagating, if (r, E) is not in S(p, A), for all r in Q, for all p in Q, 
for all A in V that is, F is a Pa -NGSM map. 
(ii) deterministic, if #3(p,  A) ~< 1, for all p in O, for all A in V, that 
is, -P is a (deterministic) a -GSM map. 
Hence for example, we have EDF(EPF, EPDF) systems. 
We now have: 
THEOREM 3. ~( I -EP /~)  = 5Y(EPI") -- ~(eCS), the family of e-free 
context-sensitive languages (thatis, no L in ~(eCS) contains the empty word). 
Proof. By appropriate modifications of the proof of Theorem 2, noting 
that L _C T+ is an e-free context-sensitive language iff L{#} is an e-free 
context-sensitive language. 
OTHER REWRITING SYSTEMS AND J~ SYSTEMS 
In this section a number of examples of how rule application in various 
rewriting systems can be carried out by F systems are given. The reader 
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is assumed to be familiar with the systems mentioned and, therefore, basic 
formal definitions are omitted. A number of these systems are discussed in 
Salomaa (1973a), to which the reader is referred. 
EXAMPLE l :  CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS (Salomaa, 1973a). In Theorems2 
and 3, unrestricted rewriting systems (Type 0 grammars) and context- 
sensitive grammars (Type 1 grammars) have been modeled by F systems. 
Therefore for completeness we consider the F systems corresponding to 
context-free grammars. 
Let Xi  ~ x~. be the ith rule of a context-free grammar, then define an 
a -NGSM Fi = (Qi,  31, q~, F~) as follows: 
and 
o ,  = {q~, q,1}, F,  = {q,~}, 
(i) for all X in V - -  {X~}, for all q in Q~, 8(q, X) = {(q, X)}, and 
(ii) 3(q,, X~) = {(q,1, x,), (q,, X~)}. 
EXAMPLE 2: MATRIX GRAMMARS (Abraham, 1965; Salomaa, 1973a). A 
matrix grammar G, has a set of matrix rules, which are finite nonempty 
sequences of rules, for example, [X 1 -+ x 1 .... , Xm --+ x,,], m ~ 1. Given a 
word x in V*, this rule is applicable to x iff there arey o ,..., y,~ in V*, such that 
Yo ~ Yl using X 1 -+ x l ,  
y~ ~ ~ y,~ using X, m -+ xm, 
where Y0 = x, and y,~ = y then we write x ~c  Y. 
The corresponding F system needs a mechanism to ensure that the m 
individual derivation steps are carried out consecutively and in the correct 
order. This is done by appending a new symbol to the left-hand end of a 
word. 
Let [i,j] be an abstract symbol for all j ,  1 ~ j  ~ m~, and for all i, 
1 ~ i ~ r, where mi is the number of rules in the ith matrix rule and r 
is the number of matrix rules. 
Corresponding to the ith rule [X 1 --+ x 1 ,..., Xm --+ x~J, construct the 
a -NGSM F,- = (Qi~, 8,~, q~,  F;~), where Q~j = {q~, qm,  q~J~}, F = {q~2}, 
and 
(i) 8~,(q,~, [ i , j ] )  = {(qm, [i,j + 1])} if 1 ~ j  < m,, 
= {(qm, ~)} i f j  = m,, 
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and 
(ii) for all X in V, 
~.(q.1, x )  = {(qi~l, x)} 
= {(qi~l, X), (q,~, x~)} 
(iii) for all X in V, 
3~,(qo2, X) = {(q,2, X)}, 
if x ~ x j ,  
if x=x~,  
(iv) 3zj is empty elsewhere. 
Finally an a -NGSM is needed to introduce the abstract symbols in the 
first place, let F = (Q, 3, q ,F )  be this a-NGSM, where Q = {q, ql}, 
F = {ql}, and 
(i) for all X in V, 
3(q, X) = {(ql, [i, 1]X): 1 ~ i ~ r}, 
and 
(ii) for all X in V, 
~(q~, x )  = {(q~, x)}. 
Note that once the symbol [i, 1] is introduced the only a -NGSM which 
can be applied to it successfully is F.1 and so on. 
EXAMPLE 3: SCATTERED CONTEXT GRAMMARS (Greibach and Hopcroft, 
1969; Salomaa, 1973a). A scattered context grammar G has a set of matrix 
rules (see Ex. 2), but they are applied differently. Given a word x in V*, 
the rule [X 1 -+ x 1 ..... Xm -~ x~,] is applicable to x iff x = yoXly l  "" Xmy.,  
for some y, in V*, then immediately in one derivation step we obtain 
y = yox ly l  "'" xmym,  x ~a Y. 
This method of rule application is simple to model with a _P system. 
Let the ith rule be IX 1 --~ xl ,..., X~ --~ x%], then construct F, = (Q~, 8i, 
q,, Fi) where Q~- = {qi, qa ,-.-, q~) ,  Fz = {q,~} and 3~ is defined by: 
(i) 3(q~, X~) = {(q~a, x~), (q., X~)}, and 
(ii) for all j, 1 ~< j < rn~, 3(q,~, Xj+~) = {(q.+l, Xj+l), (q . ,  Xj+I) }, 
(iii) otherwise, 3(q, X) = {(q, X)}, for all q in Q.,  for all X in V. 
EXAMPLE 4: EXTENDED TABLED OL SYSTEMS (Rozenberg, 1973; Salomaa, 
1973@ These systems are the special case of ET IL  systems (see next 
section below) when d = r = 0, hence they can be represented by a quadruple 
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G = (N, T, S, ~). Since there is no context involved in the rewriting rules, 
each table P can be represented by a one-state a -NGSM map. Immediately, 
it can be observed that this was the original observation that lead to the 
definition of a -NGSM systems. 
EXAMPLE 5: PROGRAMMED GRAMMARS (Rosenkrantz, 1969; Salomaa, 
1973a). Each rule in a programmed grammar is uniquely labeled and 
has two sets of labels associated with it, the failure and the success fields. 
Two kinds of rewriting are possible with this kind of rule, either 
(i) the word to be rewritten is first checked (appearance checking, 
Salomaa, 1973a) to see if it contains the left hand side of the rule which 
has been selected, and if it does rewriting takes place and the next rule is 
selected from the success field. 
or 
(ii) the selected rule is applied to the word to be rewritten, in which 
case either it is applicable when (i) is followed, or it is not applicable in 
which case the next rule to be applied is selected from the failure field. 
Appearance checking rewriting can be thought of as a special case of (ii) 
in which all the failure fields are empty. Thus we will only deal with (ii). 
Let N and T be the nonterminal and terminal alphabets, respectively, of a 
programmed grammar and V = N u T. 
Introduce new symbols JV = {[X, q]: X is in N and q is a label of some 
rule}, then letting V = JVU T and x(q), where x is in V*, represent he 
result of replacing all nonterminals X in x with their corresponding new 
symbol [X, q], we obtain a /" system G = (_/V • {S}, T, S, U), as follows: 
(1) Treating the sentence symbol as a special case we obtain for 
each rule q: S ~ x{s 1 ..... s~}{f 1 ,...,f,.} (ignoring the failure field) the a -NGSM 
({ql, q2}, 8, ql, {q2}), where 8 is given by: 8(ql, S) = {(q2, x(@),..., (q2, x(s~))} 
and otherwise is empty. 
(2) For each rule q: X--~ x{s~ ..... s~}{f~ ,...,fr}, where X is in N, we 
obtain p @ r a-NGSM's,  the success a -NGSM's  and the failure a-NGSM's .  
(a) the success a -NGSM's / ' i  - ({q,, q,~}, a,,  q,, {qil}), 1 ~< i ~< p, 
where 8, is defined by: 
(i) for all [Y,q] in V - -{ [X ,q ]}  and for all u in {q~,qa}, 
8,(u, [Y, q]) = {(u, [Y, si])} , and 
(ii) ~i(q,, [X, q]) = {(q,~, x(s,))}, and 
(iii) a,(q,1, [X, q]) = {(qn, [X, s~])}. 
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(b) the failure a-NGSM's  P~ = ({~,, qa}, 3~, q,, {q,}), 1 ~< i ~< r, 
where gi is defined by: 
and 
(i) for all [Y, q] in V --  ([X, q]}, ~(q,,  [Y, q]) = {(q,, [Y,f~])}, 
(ii) ~,(~, [X, q]) = {(~,~, [X,f;])}, 
(iii) $,(qa, IX, q]) -- {(q,1, [X,f,])}. 
Note that a success a-NGSM does not go into the accept state unless X is 
rewritten, whereas a failure a-NGSM does not remain in the accept state 
if an X is found. 
The above definition of rewriting is that originally defined in Rosenkrantz 
(1969), where the leftmost appearance of the nonterminal to be replaced 
is rewritten, i.e., a leftmost derivation. However, it is straightforward to 
modify the definition of the success a-NGSM's  so that they operate in a 
nonleftmost way. 
EXAMPLE 6: REGULAR CONTROLLED GRAMMARS (Salomaa, 1973a). It turns 
out that this case is exactly the same as Ex. 5, if the definition of a control 
language is that given in Salomaa (1973a). 
EXAMPLE 7: INDEXED GRAMMARS (Aho, 1968; Salomaa, 1973a). Although 
a/"  system can carry out the rewriting that takes place in an indexed grammar, 
to each rewriting step in the indexed grammar may correspond many steps 
in the /~ system, in fact, in general an unbounded number of steps. Thus 
r '  systems are not a "good" model for indexed grammars. We demonstrate 
informally how unflagged rewriting is carried out by an a-NGSM system. 
An indexed grammar is an (n -t- 5)-triple, G = (N, T, F, S, P, P1,..., P~) 
where N is a nonterminal alphabet, T is a terminal alphabet, F is a flag 
alphabet, n = #F,  F --  {fl ,--., fn}, S is the sentence symbol, P is a finite 
set of rules of the form X~x,X  in N ,x  in (NF*uT)* ,  and P, is 
a finite set of f,-flag rules of the form X---~ x, X in N, x in (Nu  T)*, 
1 ~< i ~< n. 
A sentential form x, is a word in (NF* u T)*, we will consider the applica- 
tion of a rule from P to x. 
We write x ~ y if x = vXgw, v, w in (NF* k3 T)*, X in N, g in F*, 
X--+ X~f l . . .  Xk f  ~ in P, Xi in Nk3 T, f, in F* and f i  = e if X~ in T, 
1 ~< i ~ k, and y = vXlh 1 ... Xkhkw , where for 1 ~ i ~< k, if X,- is in N 
then h~ - - f ig  otherwise h, = e. Number the rules in P in some arbitrary 
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unique manner and let X ~ X l f  1 "" A~fk  be the ith rule. Construct an 
a -NGSM F i which on reading x ~- vXgw outputs 
[i] v[X l f l  "'" Xkfk] gw. 
Now construct a second a -NGSM /~i which will read the output of F , ,  
"guess" the first flag of g =g l  "" gr,  append it to f l  ,...,fk and check that 
it is, in fact, ga to give 
[i] v[Xlf~g~ "" Xkf~gl] g2 "'" g~.w. 
/~ should be constructed in such a way that it can take this output word 
and produce 
[i] V[Xlf~g~gz "" Xkf~gz:g2] ga "" g,.w, 
and eventually 
[i] v[Xxf lg  "" Xkf~g]w. 
A third a -NGSM/~,  is constructed which will take this output, check that 
the g has been completely transferred and produce 
vX l f lg" "  X~fkgw.  
The case when X--~ X 1 --- Xk is a flag rule can be dealt with in a similar 
manner. 
LINDENMAYER SYSTEMS OR L SYSTEMS 
The study of L systems has been a major trend in language theory in 
recent years. L systems were introduced by Lindenmayer (1968) to model 
the growth and development of filamentous biological organisms. We are 
interested in comparing L systems and F systems, since /~ systems are a 
generalization of ETOL systems (see Rozenberg, 1973). 
DEFINITION. For {, r ~ 0, an extended tabled interactive (f, r)L system 
(ET(f ,  r)L) is a quadruple (N, T, S, ~)  where N, T, and S in V + (V = N u T) 
are the nonterminal alphabet, terminal alphabet and start word respectively 
and ~ is a finite set of tables. Each table P in ~ is a finite set of context- 
dependent rules of the form (u, X, v) -+ x, where u, v, and x are in V*, 
X i s in  V, lu l  ~{and [v[  ~<r. For a l lP in~and for eachuXv in  V +, 
with / u ] ~< { and I v [ ~ r there is at least one rule (u, X, v ) -+ x in P, 
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for some x in V*. As for EF systems if we restrict N such that N = 
we obtain T({, r)L systems (Lee and Rozenberg, 1974). 
Rewriting occurs in parallel, hence we write x =~p y, for some x and y 
in V* , i f fx  =X 1 - ' 'X~,y  - -x  l ' ' ' x~,p  >~0, and 
Xi_  £ " "  X i _ l zg~Xz+l  " "  X~+. r -->" X z is in P, 1 ~< i <~ p, 
where 
XI_~- - -  - -  X0 = X~+I "'" X~+r = ~. 
We write x ~ y if there exists a P in ~ such that x ~p3' ,  then in the usual 
way we extend ~ to ~ + and ~* .  
The language generated by G, denoted by L(G), is {x: S =>* x and x is 
in T*}. L _C T* is an ET({, r)L language iff there exists an ET({, r)L system 
G such that L = L(G). The family of ET({, r)L languages is denoted by 
~c~a(ET(F, r)L). I t  is often convenient to denote an ET(F, r)L system (language) 
as an ETIL system (ETIL language) and hence, we obtain ~.W(ETIL), the 
family of ETIL languages. 
Remarks. (i) If  we only consider the case that {+ r ~< 2, then the 
ET2L languages are obtained, 
(ii) I f  { + r ~ 1 then we obtain the ET1L languages. 
(iii) If  both Z" and r are zero, the ETOL languages are obtained, 
(iv) I f  # .~ = 1 then the EIL languages are obtained. 
(v) As for / '  systems, an ETIL system G is propagating, denoted 
by EPTIL, if the right-hand sides of all rules in .~ are nonempty, and 
deterministic, denoted by EDTIL, if for all u in V*, v in V*, and X in V, 
I u L ~< { and ] v I ~< r, there is one and only one rule of the form (u, X, v) --~ x 
in each table P in .~. 
We now have: 
THEOREM 4. ~Lf(ETIL) = 5f(E[') = 5fl(RE). 
Proof. It has been shown that 5~(EIL)= ~(RE) in Herman and 
Rozenberg (1975), however we prove this result by way of 2' systems. 
The proof given, although straightforward, is not only of interest in its 
own right, but also has further ramifications that are useful later. Since 
we have already proved that oW(EF) = ~q~(RE) we only need to show that 
~(ETIL) = ~.W(EF) to obtain the result. 
(a) ZF(ETIL) C =LP(EF). 
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Given L in =L~'(ETIL) there exists an ET(f,  r)L system G = (N, T, S, ~)  
such that L = L(G). We construct an E_P system G = (N, T, S, U) which 
has an a-NGSM map /" = (0, 8, q,F) corresponding to each table P, as 
follows: 
Q = {q} k) {[x'[ y]: x andy  are in V*, [x ] ~< {', [Yl ~< r and ~" is the 
context separation symbol}, 
F = {q} vo {[x]']: [xT] is in Q}, and ~ is defined by: 
(i) for all a in V, 
8(q, a) = {([a T Y], x): y is in V*, ]y I ~< r, and (e, a, y) ---* x is in P}, 
(ii) for all [a 1 ""ae T bl "'" be] in O, where ,7 ~< r, and ai is in 
V•{e], 1 ~<i~<d, and i fa  s ~-e, fo rsomej>~ 1 thena 1 . . . . .  a t =e ,  
8([al "'" at 1" b,'-" bf], bl) = {([a2 ' aebl "~ b2"'" b~+d, x): b~÷x is in V w {E} 
and (a 1 "" ae , b, , b 2 "" be+l) --+ x is in P}, and 
(iii) 8(p, a) = ~,  otherwise. 
The a-NGSM guesses the right context of, initially, r symbols and there- 
after one further symbol. The a-NGSM will only complete its output in 
the case that the guesses were correct since the guessed symbols are checked 
one by one and that the final state is either q itself or [xT] where I x l ~< d. 
Thus L( G) = L( G). 
(b) ~(EF)  C oW(ETIL). 
Given L in 5('(EF) let G = (N ,T ,S ,{F  1,...,F~}), n >0 be an E / '  
system such that L = L(G), where it is assumed without loss of generality 
that the initial state q, of each /', cannot be reached from any other state 
in F~. We construct an ET(1, O)L system G = (~V, T, S, {/1 .... , P~}) such 
that to each a-NGSM map /', there corresponds a table P; .  Now letting 
F i={/~:p is inF~},  1 ~<i~<n, then 
R = N u {S, #} u {[pXr]: for all X in I7, for all p in Q, 
and all r in Qi kg Fi , 1 <~ i <~ n}, 
where S and # are new symbols. 
For all i and j, 1 ~< i , j  <~ n, Pi contains the following rules: 
(i) for all p and s in Q~ - {qj}, for all X and Y in V, for all t in 
(Q~. - {qj}) uF~,  ([pXs], [sYt], e)--* [PoYlP~]'"[Pm_lYmp,~] for all ]71 "'" Ym 
such that 8~(s, Y) contains (t, I71 "'" Y,~) and for all P0 ..... P~,-1 in Q, , p,~ in 
Q; u_P~ such that (Pk,Y) is in 8~(pk_~, Yk) for some y, 1 ~< k ~< m, and 
p~ is in F, iff t is in F j ,  
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(ii) for all Y in V, for all t in (Q j -{q j} )~F j ,  (E, [q~Yt], E)-+ 
[poYlpl] "'" [p~_lY~p,,] for all 111 "'" Y,, such that 3~(qo, Y) contains 
(t, Y1 "'" Y,~) and for all Po .... , P~,-1 in Q,,  p,, in Q, u_P, such that (Pk, Y) 
is in 3,(P~-1, Yl~) for some y, 1 ~ k ~ m, P0 -- q, and P.m is in_P~ iff t is 
inF~o , 
(iii) (c, S, E) --~- [poSxpa] "" [p~_~S~p,,] where S = S~'"  S,~, for all 
P0 .... , P,,-a in Q~, Pm in Q¢ w P, such that (p~, y) is in 3~(p/~_~, S~), for some 
y, 1 ~k  ~m,  po=q~andp,~is inF , ,  
(iv) for all p in Q~, for all s in Q~-  {q3}, for all t in (Q3 - {q~}) u Fs, 
and for all X and Y in T, ([pXs], [sYt], e) ~ Y, and (~, [qaYt], e)--~ Y, 
(v) for all other combinations of X and Y from N w T let (X, Y, e) ~ # 
and if there is no rule for X, then let (e, X, e) ~ #. 
The idea of the simulation of G by G is that a word is validly generated 
by G iff it consists wholly of terminal symbols or it is of the form 
where Pl = q~, r,, is in F~., and rT~ =- P1~+1, 1 ~< k < m, in which case 
it is a record of a particular path through /'~ when the input is 3_-1 --" X,~. 
In G, it is only necessary to look one position to the left to check for the 
equality of r~ and Pk+l- Also, given [pkXT~rk] the set of outputs {y: (re, y) 
is in ~,(Pk, XI~)} is finite and therefore guarantees a finite number of rules. 
Finally, notice the use of the # symbol to block erroneous derivations. 
Thus L(G) = L(G) and the theorem is proved. 
We have the following sequence of corollaries: 
COROLLARY 5. ~(E(1,  0)L) = 5V(EF) = 5~(RE). 
Proof. We have: 
(i) ~(E(1,  0)L)_C ~(EF), by the above theorem, 
(ii) 5~(El') = ~c#(1-EF), by Lemma 1, 
(iii) 5a(1-EF)_CSC(E(1, 0)L), by above theorem, noticing that one 
a -NGSM map becomes one table and that only a left context of 1 symbol 
is used, and hence 
(iv) ~(EV)  = ~(E(1,  0)L). 
DEFINITION. For n > 0, an n-E(P)(D)TIL system is an E(P)(D)TIL 
system for which #~ -- n. We denote the corresponding families by, for 
example, ~(n-ETIL). Note that 1-ETIL is the same as ElL. 
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COROLLARY 6. For all n > O, ~(n-ETIL) = ~q~(n-EF) = ~(RE). 
This result follows directly from the theorem, while the following result 
is obtained by observing that the propagating restriction is invariant under 
both constructions in the theorem and by applying Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 7. For all n > O, 
~q~(n-EPF) -- ~(ECS). 
~C~(EP(1, O)L) = oZ~(n-EPTIL) ~-- 
We can also note that in the proof of part (a) of the theorem determinism 
is only preserved in the case that G is an ET(I, O)L system, hence we obtain: 
COROLLARY 8. /Wor all n > O, 
(i) oW(n-EDT(1, O)L) C_ ~(n-EDI"), and 
(ii) ~(n-EPDT(1, O)L) C ~(n-EPDF). 
Trivially, from the definitions, we obtain: 
LEMMA 9. For all n > O, 
(i) XF(n-EPDTIL) C_ ~¢(n-EDTIL) C ~(n-ETIL) = ~(RE), and 
(ii) £~(n-EPDI') C ~(n-EDF) C_ £¢(n-EF) = ~o.W(RE). 
I f  we consider the various families without extensions then Theorem 4 
only enables us to infer various containment relationships, for example: 
COROLLARY 10. ~q~(TIL) C_ =LP(F) C_ ~(RE) and, for alln > O, ~(n-TIL) C 
~(n-F) - ~(1-F )  C ~(RE). 
I-DETERMINISTIC /~ SYSTEMS 
Since extended -P systems with one a -NGSM map yield exactly ~q~(RE), 
it is of interest to look at the deterministic and propagating restrictions 
of 1-/" systems. 
In this section we investigate 1-D-P and 1-EDI" systems in detail, showing 
in particular that not all finite sets are in ~(1 -D/ ' )  and also not all finite 
sets are in ~(ED(1, O)L). It  is shown that all infinite regular sets over one 
letter that do not contain the empty word are in ~(1-D/ ' ) ,  which using a 
result of Vitanyi (1975) proves that ~(D(1,  0)L) is properly contained in 
~cp(1-DF). 
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We denote a 1-DF system (1-EDI" system) by G-  (2~, T, S ,F )  
(G = (N, T, S, F)). The following two results are slight modifications of a 
lemma due to Vitanyi (1975). 
LEMMA 11. Let G = ( ~,  T, S, 1") be an 1-DF system. L(G) is finite if[ 
F~'(S) = Fe(S) for some k and { such that k ~ {. 
Proof. Noting that F~'(S) may be empty the result is clear because 
of the deterministic nature of G. 
LEMMA 12. Let G = (N, T, S, F) be an EDF system. Let L(G) be infinite. 
I f  x and x' are inL(G) and x' is a prefix of x, then with finitely many exceptions, 
for each word y in L(G) there is a word y'  such that y' is a proper prefix of y. 
Proof. x ~ x' by Lemma 1 I. 
Case (i). Let F~(S) ~x '  and Ft(x ') =x=x 'z  for some h>/0  and 
~>0.  
Immediately for all i >/0,  there is a z' such that 
/~k+~+~(S) --~F~(x'z) = Fi(x')z ' = Fk+~(S)z ' and by Lemma 11 z' ~ E. 
Letting F~+~(S) -- y' and F~+t+i(S) = y we have the result. 
Case (ii). Let F~(S) = x = x'z, and Fe(x'z) = x', for some k ~ 0 and 
{ > 0. Therefore Fe(x'z) = F~(x')z ' = x', for some z' :# z, by Lemma 11, 
that is, [/'~(x')] < Ix '  [. By iterating this argument [x ' [  + 1 times we 
obtain either an impossibility or that L(G) is finite, which contradicts the 
assumption. 
We now have the following result: 
THEOREM 13. Let {a) be an alphabet, then 
(1) all finite subsets of {a}* are in ~t~(1-DF), and 
(2) all regular subsets of {a} + are in ~9°(1-DF). 
Pro@ (1) Let L={a*L. . . ,a i -} ,  where ij <i~+1, 1 ~ j<n,  n>/  1. 
I f  n = 1 the result is trivial therefore assume n > 1. Then let G = (;g, {a}, 
a i . , / ' )  where F = ({qo ,..., q~,}, 3, qo, {q~ .... , qi,}) where S is defined by: 
(i) ~(qi,-1, a) = (qi,, a~'-~-~;-~), 2 < j ~< n, 
(ii) 3(qi_~, a) = (qi~, ai~), and 
(iii) 3(q~, a) = (q~+~, e) for all other q~. 
Clearly F(a ~,) = ai~-L 1 < j <~ n, and F(a it) = ~,  hence L(G) = L. 
643/32[ I -Z  
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(2) Let L_  {a} + be a regular set. I f  L is finite, by part (1) it is in 
~(1-DF) ,  hence consider the case L is infinite. It is well known that L can 
be represented as: 
L = {a rl .... , a*'t} t,.) {a sl .... , aS~}{a~}*, 
where r~ <r ,+ 1, 1 ~<i<t ,  t )0 ,  s~ <s ,+ 1, 1 ~<i<u,  u~> 1 and 
p > s~ -- s a ~> 1 is usually called the period. 
Let G = (~,  {a}, d ~,/~) where h = r 1 if t :/: 0 or k = s 1 otherwise, and 
F = ({qo ,..., qsl+~-~}, 8, q0, {q~ ,..., q~,, q,~ ,..-, qs~}) where 3 is defined by: 
(i) if t = 1 then 8(q,._x, a) = (q,., aS0, 
(ii) if t />  2 then 3(qr_~, a) = (qr,, a~+~-~'), 1 < i < t, 3(qq ~, a) = 
(q~l, a"~), and 8(qr,-1, a) = (q~., a~-~,), 
(iii) if u = 1 then 3(qq_l, a) = (qq,  a~), 
(iv) if u>~2 then 3(q~_l,a) =(qs~,aS~+*-*0, 1 ~i<u,  and 
a(q<_l, a~-*~), 
(v) 8(qq+~ a, a) = a(qq_~, a), and 
(vi) for all other q~, 8(q,, a) = (q;+,, e). 
Now L(G) = L, hence the result follows. 
Vitanyi (1975) has shown that L = {aaa}*{a, aa}, which is regular, is not 
in ~,('(D(1, 0)L) hence since we have already shown that Aa(D(1, 0)L)C 
5¢(1-DF) we have: 
COROLLARY 14. ~a(D(1, 0)L) C ~(1-DF) .  
We now show that there are finite sets which are not in ~v(1-DF). 
LEMMA 15. Let A and B be nonempty finite sets such that A C {a}* and 
B _C {b}+, where a ~ b, thenL = A • B is in £°(1-DF) iff(] #A - -  #B [ <~ 1, 
#A- -  1 or #B = 1). 
Proof. If .  When #A = 1 or #B = 1 use the word in the singleton 
set as the initial word, and generate the remaining set in either descending 
order of length as in Theorem 13, part (1), or in ascending order of length. 
Note that the remaining set must be generated in either descending or 
ascending order of length, for example, if three successive words were 
a r, a s, a* where r < t < s then a* = F(a s) = F(a r+s-~) = aSz :/: a*. 
I f  #A @ 1 and #B :/: 1 but [ #A -- #B t ~ 1 then arrange the elements 
of A and B in either ascending or descending order of length and form 
a new sequence from these two sequences by merging them so that a-words 
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and b-words alternate. Again using a modified version of the technique 
of Theorem 13, part (1), this new sequence can be generated by a 1-D-P 
system. 
Only if. Assume there is a 1-D-P system G = (;~, ~a, b}, S, F) such 
that L(G) = L. There are two cases to consider: 
(i) I '(d) c3 d ~ ;~ or/ ' (B)  n B =/= ;~. We will consider the former 
only, the latter case follows similarly. 
(a) U(A) n A 4= ;¢ 4= F(A) n B. There exist two words a r and 
a s in A, r v~ s, such that F(a r) is in A and F(a s) is in B. Now either r < s 
or r > s, both of which lead to a contradiction since for a deterministic 
a -NGSM map 1", F(x) is a prefix of l~(xy) for all x and y, x 4= E =/= y for 
which F(x) 4= ~ ~ F(xy). 
(b) F(A) C_ A. Assume #B > 1 then (1) F(B) t~ B 4= ~, other- 
wise the b-words could not be generated, and (2) / ' (B)r~ A 4= ~ since 
the b-words must be first generated followed by the a-words. But F(B)n  
B 4= ~ 4= F(B) n A gives a contradiction by part (a), hence #B = 1 and 
r (A  u B) = A. 
(ii) F(A) C B and F(B) C_ A. Consider the sequence F°(S), Fa(S),..., 
F#A+~B-I(S), then (1) a-words and b-words alternate, (2) the a-words and 
the b-words are either both in ascending order or both in descending order. 
A mixture leads to a contradiction via the prefix condition for 1-DF systems 
mentioned in part (i.a) above, (3) trivially, no a-words or b-words are 
repeated, hence (4) #d and #B must differ by at most one i.e., 
]#A- -  #B I <~1. 
COROLLARY 16. {a, aa, b, bb, bbb, bbbb} is not in 5f(1-D_P), and therefore is 
not in ~,~(D(1, O)L). 
The following results follow more or less directly from Vitanyi (1975). 
THEOREM 17. The closure of ~(1-EDF) under letter to letter homomorphism 
(that is, coding) is equal to ~(RE).  
THEOREM 18. L is in ~(RE)  iff L# is in ~(1-EDF) where # is a symbol 
not occuring in any word in L. 
Notation. We denote the families regular, context-flee, and context- 
sensitive languages by ~(REG),  ~(CF)  and ~(CS)  respectively. 
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THEOREM 19. (i) The intersection of ~cP(1-PDF), ooq~(1-D_P), ~q~(1-EPDF), 
and 5F(1-EDF) with ~(REG), ~.q~(CF) -- ~(REG), and £P(CS) -- 5F(CF) 
are nonempty; there are languages in 5~(REG), ~q~(CF)- 5F(REG), and 
~(CS)  -- ~(CF)  which are not in ~(1-PDF), ~#(1-DF), ~(1-EPDF), and 
~cP(1-EDF); ~(1-PDF) C ~(1-EPDF) C ~(CS).  
(ii) The intersection of ~(1-DF)  and o~°(1-EDF) with ~(RE)  -- ~q~(CN) 
is nonempty; there are languages in~(  RE) -- ~(  C S) which are not in oW(1-DF) 
and ~q~(1-EDJT); ~(1 -DF)  C £¢(1-EDF) C ~(RE).  
We also have: 
THEOREM 20. For X = PD, and D, ~cP(X(1, 0)L) C ~W(1-XF). 
THEOREM 21. The closure of ~(1-PDF) under letter to itself or letter to 
E homomorphism is equal to C~(RE). 
n-]" SYSTEMS, n-TIL  SYSTEMS AND THEIR EXTENSIONS 
In the previous section the similarities and differences of the various 
1-XF systems and 1-XTIL systems, where X = D, PD, ED, and EPD, 
have been investigated. In the present section we consider n-XF and n-XTIL 
systems, where X ranges over E, E, P, EP, D, El), PD, and EPD. Some 
results in this area are already available earlier in this paper, however it is 
worthwhile to draw them together in this section. 
We show, in particular, that ~(2-EPDTIL) = ~.W(3-EPDF) = 5¢(eCS), 
and that only C~(n-DF) and 5~(n-PDF) possess nondegenerate hierarchies. 
We need the notion of a linear bounded acceptor, the following definition 
is adopted from Kain (1972). 
DEFINITION. A linear bounded acceptor (LBA)M, is a sextuple (Q, N, T, 
3, q, F) where Q is a nonempty finite set of states, N and T are nonterminal 
and terminal alphabets, q is the initial state, F _C Q is the set of final or 
accepting states and 3 is the map ~: Q × V--+ Q × V × {L, R, D}, where 
V = N u T and L, R, and D denote move left, move right and do not move, 
respectively. A word upv in V*QV* is a configuration. We say upv ~M u'p'v' 
if v = aw, where a is in V, w is in V*, and 
(i) (p', b,L) is in 3(p, a), u = u'a', a' in V, and v' = a'bw, or 
(ii) (p ' ,b ,R)  i s inS(p ,a ) ,u '=ubandv '=w,  or 
(iii) (p', b, D) is in 3(p, a), u' = u and v' = bw. 
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In the usual way :::>M can be extended to ~*  and NM. The language 
accepted by M, L(M)  is defined as: 
L(M)  = {x : qx ~ yp, for some p in F and x in T*}. 
An LBA M is said to be deterministic if #~(p, a) ~< 1 for all p in Q and 
a in  V. 
Remarks. (i) It is a well-known open problem whether or not ~Lf(LBA) = 
~(DLB.d) ,  the family of languages accepted by deterministic LBA.  
(ii) It is well-known that ~(LBA)  = ~q~(CS). 
(iii) It  is straightforward to show that if 3 is restricted such that 
#3(p, a) ~< 2, for all p in Q and a in V, then ~(LBA)  is still obtained. 
We make use of this result in the following theorem. 
(iv) We can restrict he class of LBA,  without any loss of generality, 
to those which always leave the right end of the input word, whatever 
nondeterministic choice has been made (see for example, Kain, 1972, 
pp. 130-133) on complements of LBA languages). 
THEOREM 22. For X = E, P, D, and PD, ~(n -XT IL )  C 5F(n-XF), for 
all n ~ O. 
Proof. Containment follows by Corollary 10, proper containment by 
consideration of the language L = {a2"ba3": n >/0}. Intuitively any n-XT IL  
system can only look at a finite neighborhood of the symbol a, and hence 
there is no means of knowing whether it appears to the left or right of the 
symbol b most of the time and hence whether it should be replaced by a ~ 
or aL Clearly an a-NGSM can keep track of left and right, in fact, L can be 
generated by a 1-PD1 ~ system. A full proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 23. For all n > 0, 
(i) 5e(n-EF) = ~(n-ET IL )  = 5~'(RE), and 
(ii) ~(n-EPF)  = ~(n-EPT IL )  = ~( ,CS) .  
For all n > 1, 
(iii) ~Lf(n-EDN) = 5¢(n-EDTIL) = SO(RE), and 
for all n > 2, 
(iv) ~(n-EPDF)  = ,Y~(n-EPDTIL) = ~(aCS).  
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and 
Proof. (i) by Corollary 6, (ii) by Corollary 7, (iii) since 5~(EDIL)=- 
~(RE)  by Vitanyi (1975), the closure of .~°(1-ED/') under letter to letter 
homomorphism equals ~q~(RE) by Theorem 17 and the homomorphism can 
be carried out by an a-GSM, (iv) an LBA can be simulated by a 2-PDTIL 
system as follows: 
Let M = (Q, N, T, 3, q,F) be an LBA, define a 2-PDTIL system G = 
(N', T, S, {P1, P2}) by: 
: fo ra l la ,  b inV=NkJTandfora l lp inQu{E,~,~,*}  , 
S ~ , where T = {a 1 .... , a~n}, 
arranged in what we define to be "lexicographic order" for the purposes 
of this proof. 
We will not give a give a full description of P1 and P2, but rather give 
an intuitive one. 
The 2-PDTIL system operates by generating all words in T + in lexico- 
graphic order, then for each word produced the 2-PDTIL system simulates 
the action of M upon it. Eventually the word is either accepted or rejected, 
in the former case the corresponding input word is read out. Then in both 
cases the next word in lexicographic order is generated and the whole process 
is repeated again. 
The three-tiered symbols contain on the first row the present word 
submitted to M, while the second and third rows encode the present con- 
figuration of M. The third row will only contain one nonempty entry at 
any one time, which is the state of M (or a special marker). The position 
of the state also indicates the present position of the reading-writing head. 
The operation of the 2-PDTIL system can be presented in three steps. 
(1) The simulation of M. An initial configuration qb 1 "" b~ is encoded 
rhl rb~l [b,] as /h! |o~/ "'" ~- • Now since it can be assumed that #3(p,  a) ~< 2 (see 
Lq JLe  J 
Remark (iii) above), one alternative is put in P1 and the other in Ps in a 
straightforward way. There is one exception to this straightforward simula- 
['] tion, which is whenever eg ... occurs with a move to the right then 
if the new state is an accept state becomes otherwise it becomes 
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(2) Read out by the 2-PDTIL system. When the final triple is a *-triple, 
then the 2-PDTIL needs to be able to do a right to left scan of the triples 
[°] converting them to terminal symbols, i.e., .b becomes a, and passing the . 
to the triple on its left (if it has one). When the word is all terminal, then 
a left to right scan is carried out converting the single symbols back to 
triples i.e., a becomes except for the rightmost symbol which becomes . 
(3) Generate the next word in lexicographic order. Again a right 
to left scan is carried out in which q indicates add one in base #T arithmetic. 
It  is used also to indicate a carry. When no more carries are generated q
becomes ~. When ~ reaches the leftmost end of the input it become q. I f  q 
reaches the leftmost end of the input then an extra triple will be added 
[-} to the leftmost end, i.e., ~1 • 
During this scan the 1st row is used to give the new 1st and 2nd rows. 
At the end of the scan both the 1st and 2nd rows will contain the next word 
in lexicographic order, and the three tier word is ready for input to step (1). 
Finally noting that (a) c~'(n-EPDF) C_ £4"(ECS) by part (ii) of the present 
theorem, (b) every 2-EPDTIL language can be generated by a 2-EPDT(1,O)L 
system together with a letter-to-letter homomorphism (Vitanyi, 1975), 
(c) ~(2-EPDT(1,0)L)C_~'(2-EPDV), and (d) a letter to letter homo- 
morphism can be simulated by an a-GSM, we have our result. 
We have proved a stronger esult, namely: 
THEOREM 24. S~(2-EPDTIL) = ~(eCS). 
We continue by investigating the putative hierarchies of language families 
that are generated by considering the number of a -NGSM maps. 
Immediately we have, by way of previous results: 
THEOREM 25. (i) For X in {E, E, P, EP}, ~q~(n-XI') = ~a((n -t- 1) - -  X/ ' ) ,  
Jbr all n > O. 
(ii) ~(n-EOF) = ~((n + 1)-EDF), for all n > 1. 
(iii) =£P(n-EPDF) = =LP((n + 1)-EPDF), for all n > 2. 
Whereas for TIL systems (Lee and Rozenberg, 1974) we have: 
THEOREM 26. (i)For X in {E, EP, El)), ~'(n-XTIL) = ~-q'((n + 1)-XTIL), 
for all n > O. 
(ii) ~LP(n-EPDTIL) = ~((n + 1)-EPDTIL), for all n > 1. 
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Also, we have (implied in Lee and Rozenberg, 1974): 
THEOREM 27. For X in {~, P, D, PD}, £~(n-XTIL) C ~((n '-- 1)-XTIL), 
for all n > O. 
Whereas for /"  systems only two nondegenerate hierarchies exist, namely: 
THEOREM 28. For X in {D, PD}, ~(n-XI') C ~((n + 1)-XF), for all 
n>0.  
Proof. This will not be given here, we give only an example language 
which is in ~°((n + 1)-XF) but not in £~(n-X_P). Let 
L : {a2ml""~(n+l)~n+ab 2~'''È(n+l)*"n+l, where ~r(i) means the ith prime 
andml ~0,  1 ~ i ~n  + 1}. 
We leave this section with the exact nature of 5~(2-EPDF) unresolved, 
clearly it contains ~q~(DLBA). Is ~(2-EPDI')~-~(DLBA)? or is 
~(2-EPDF) = ~(LBA)? By way of contrast, Vitanyi (1975) has shown 
that ~q~(1-EPDTIL)= ~,q~(DLBA) which with the theorem above charac- 
terizes the families 5P(n-EPDTIL) completely. 
F-SYsTEMS AND AFL 's  
We close this investigation of /~ systems by remarking on a family of 
AFL's (Abstract Family of Languages) which are natural extensions of 
.LP(ETOL), which is itself an AFL (see Salomaa, 1973a) for an introduction 
to AFL's). We restrict the number of states in each a-NGSM map in an 
E/" system to obtain the various language families. 
DEFINITION. For m, n • 0, G = (N, T, S, U) is an m-[n]EN system if
#U ~ m and #Q,  ~ n, 1 ~ i ~ m. Similarly G is an [n]El" system if G 
is an m-[n]EF system for some m > 0. In the usual way we obtain the 
language families ~(m-[n]El') and ~q~([n]EF). 
Remarks. (1) I fn  : 1 then ~(m-[n]EI') = ~q~(m-ETOL) and ~(~([n]EF) =
,~(ETOL). 
(2) Rozenberg (1973) has shown that ~CP(m-ETOL) = ~(2-ETOL) for 
all m ~ 2. 
(3) Rozenberg (1973) has shown that ~q~(ETOL) is an AFL. 
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This raises the question: do these results go thru with =LP(m-[n]EF) and 
£¢([n]EF) for n > 1 ? It can be shown that 5~(m-[n]EI') = for 
m >~ 2 and n >~ 1 by a modification of the technique used in Rozenberg 
(1973) to show ~(m-ETOL)= 5~(2-ETOL), for m /> 2. We state this 
result without proof while we resolve the latter question below. 
THEOREM 29. For all m >/2, n >/ 1, =L#(m-[n]EF) = ~g~a(2-[n]EF). 
We first define the notion of a "synchronized" EF  system analogously 
to a synchronized ETOL system. 
DEFINITION. An EF system G = (N, T, S, U) is synchronized if for all 
T' in U and for all x in T +, T'(x) = ~.  
LEMMA 30. For every EF system G there exists an equivalent synchronized 
EF system G. 
Proof. Let G = (N, T, S, U) and T : {a: a is in T} and define a homo- 
morphism h: N w T -+ N u T by h(a) = a for all a in N and h(a) = ~ for 
all a in T. Let G : (N, T, h(S), U) where _N : N L) T and U = {-Pl .... , /~} 
where U={I" I , . . . , F~},  n>0 and for all i, 1 ~ i~n,  F I - - - (Q i ,3 i ,  
q,, F,), L = (Q,, ~ ,  q,, F;). 
(i) for all p in Qi - {qi}, for all a in N, ~i(P, a) : {(r, h(x)): for all 
(r, x) in 3i(p, a)}, and 
(ii) for all p in Qi,  for all ~7 in T, 3i(P, a) = {(r, h(x)): for all (r, x) 
in ~i(P, a)} u A, where 
t2~ if P~qi ,  
A = {(qi, a), (s, a)} for some s inFi  i fp = qi. 
Now for any word x in (Nw T)* T(Nu T)*, /~,(x) = ~,  hence (7 is 
synchronized and L( G) z L( (7). 
THEOREM 31. For all n > 0, ~a([n]EF) is an AFL. 
Proof. It suffices to show that ~f([n]ET') is closed under u ,  *, n R and 
regular substitution (Balomaa, ]973@ Let G 1 = (N1,7'1,  Sx, U1) and 
G 2 = (N 2 , T2, $2, U~) be two synchronized [n]EF systems such that 
NlnN~=~.  
(1) u .  Construct an [n]EF system G = (N, T, S, U) as follows: Let 
N=N 1UN 2U{S}, where S is a new symbol, T :  T xU Te, U 
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U 1 w /_/2, and each a -NGSM / '  = (Q, 3, q,F) in U, is extended with 
3(q, S) = {(p, $1), (p, $2): where p is some state in F}. Clearly L(G) = 
L(G1) k) L(G2). 
(2) *. From G 1 construct G = (N, T, S, U), where S is a new symbol, 
as follows: 
Let U 1 = {F 1 ..... F~}, m > 0, and U = {FI',..., I'm', F}, where /' i  = 
(Qi,  3i, q~, F,), P;' = (Q~, 8i', q,, F~), 1 ~< i ~ m, and _P • (Q, 3, q, F). 
Let T={d:  a is in T}, N=N lk j{S}U T, and h :N  1U T~N,  be a 
homomorphism defined by h(a) = a for all a in N 1 and h(a) = g for all a 
in T. For all i, 1 ~< i ~< m, 3/ is related to 3 i as follows: for all a in N 1, 
for all p in Qi,  ~/(P, a) = {(r, h(x)); for all (r, x) in ~i(P, a)}, for all g in T, 
for all p in Q~, 3/(p, d) = {(r, h(x)); for all (r, x) in ~;(p, a)}, and for all a 
in T, 3/(qi , a) = ((q/, a)). 
Finally, /" is defined by: Q = {q, •}, F = {q}, for all a in T, ~(q, a) = 
{(q, a)}, for all d in T, ~(q, d) -- {(q, a), (gl, a), (~, aS1)}, and ~(q, S) = 
{(q, S~), (q, e)}. Now L(G) : L(GI)*. 
(3) Regular substitution. This can be described informally as follows: 
let the terminals of the original f '  system G 1 denote sentence symbols of 
the right linear grammars that generate the corresponding substitutions. 
Derivations in the right linear grammars are then simulated by a new 1-state 
a -NGSM in a straightforward manner. Hence if f is a regular substitution, 
f(L(G1) ) = L(G) where G is the new/"  system. 
(4) c3 R. This can be carried out by the technique given in Salomaa 
(1973b), we repeat it here for convenience. Form L c3 R as follows. 
Let R be a regular language, accepted by a finite state acceptor M = 
({1,..., p}, S, 1, F) (this is just an a -NGSM for which the outputs are ignored). 
Let G 1 = (N1, T, $1, /./1) be the F system corresponding to L. Construct 
a new 2' system G = (N, T ,S ,  U) where N ={S}kd{[iaj]:  i and j are 
states of M and a is in N 1 k) T}. For any two states i and j of M, let R(i, j)  
be the language over the alphabet V -  {S} (V = N k3 T) consisting of 
all words x([ x[ >~ 1) satisfying each 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
equals the 
of the following conditions: 
In the first symbol of x, the first state is i. 
In the last symbol of x, the second state is j. 
The second state of any symbol of x (except for the last symbol) 
first state of the next symbol of x. 
Clearly R(i , j )  is regular. Now let f be the finite substitution mapping 
each symbol a of G 1 to the set of triples having 'a' as their middle symbol. 
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Letting U: = {F 1 ,..., F~}, U = {/':',..., Fm'} and qT, be the initial state 
of FT~, 1 ~< k ~< m, we are ready to define 8 k' in terms of 8 k. 
For allk, 1 ~ k ~ m. 
(i) For all p in Qk, for all [iaj] in V with a in N:,  8k'(p, [iaj]) 
{(r,y): where (r, x) is in 8k(p, a), for some r and x, andy  is inf(x) (3 R(i,j)}, 
(ii) For all p in QT,, for all [iaj] in V with a in T, 8k'(p, [iaj]) = 
{(r,y): where (r, x) is in 8k(p, a), for some r and x, and y is in f(x)c~ 
R(i,j)} u A, where 
A = 12~ if P: / :qk,  
{(qk, a), (s, a)}, for some s inFk ,  and 
(iii) 8k'(qk, S) = {[1S:j]: j is inF}. 
G is synchronized and L(G) = L(G:) n L(M) = L c3 R. Hence ~([n]EF) 
is an _dFL, for all n > 0, since oc2([n]EF) is closed under u ,  *, (3 R and 
regular substitution. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has demonstrated that _/" systems are an adequate model for 
rewriting in various generalizations of context-free grammars. Secondly, 
F systems have been studied as entities in their own right. This latter 
investigation has given a number of results, perhaps the most interesting is the 
characterization f e-free context-sensitive languages by 5F(2-EPDTIL) and 
•(3-EPDF). The most interesting open questions are the classification of 
~q~(1-EPDI') and ~q~(2-EPDI'). 
In closing it should be mentioned that Fleck (1974) has also introduced 
iterated/" maps as part of a more general investigation of iterated functions. 
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